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Quiet revolution in wireless 
chip Ii ht emitting diodes 
Keith Gurnett and Roy Szweda 
Around the world optoelectronics companies are announcing their latest versions of the humble LED. 
Flip chip mounting of LEDs is causing a quiet revolution in the industry. Historically, Hewlett-Packard 
Optoelectronics (H-P) has led the way in many aspects of LED technology and was the first to 
announce these new variants of the well-established opto device. This article focuses on the 
pioneering H-P approach but also looks at the more recent announcements from other leading opto 
companies. 
U 
nderlying this revolution is 
the elimination of the trou- 
blesome wire bonding 
mount traditionally used for LEDs. 
H-P’s development amounts to the 
world’s first ‘wireless’ chip LED solu- 
tion in production. 
Amongst other benefits this 
greatly improves the LED’s reliability 
and lifetime expanding present appli- 
cations and opening up new ones. The 
LEDs are available in a range of col- 
ours using GaAsP/GaP, and H-P is 
adding AllnGaP and other quatern- 
ary-based devices to extend the range. 
We have previously featured news 
rom Hewlett-Packard Optoelectronic 
Xvision in Palo Alto, CA, USA, and 
lere we focus on the latest develop- 
nents from one of the world’s leading 
optoelectronics companies. In this ar- 
icle we report on the first components 
rom H-P’s revolutionary ultra-small 
some devices are less than a milli- 
netre tall and are therefore the world’s 
mallest) flip chip LEDs (Figure 1). 
These devices are attracting a great 
deal of interest from the manufac- 
turers of products where miniaturiza- 
tion is paramount, such as cellular 
phones and back-lighting in LCDs 
for laptop PCs. 
It has become the norm to expect 
the significant new developments to 
derive from the Far East. Certainly, 
the manufacturing base for LEDs 
and related components has shifted 
Flgure 1. H-P’s ulfra-small. ultra-reliabie fbp chip LED.5 
to this region. But from its North 
American base H-P remains com- 
mitted to forcing the pace of technolo- 
gical change as well as constantly 
increasing its production output. The 
company has long been an originator 
in optoelectronics, notably in the 
being the first to commercially exploit 
the high brightness (HB) I,ED.Whilst 
this represents a crucial advance in the 
high technology of materials, the latest 
news from H-P concerns what might 
be seen as a more prosaic aspect of 
LED technology. 
Seemingly ordinary, the preferred 
mounting method for the I,ED, wire 
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bonding, is judged to be one of the 
most troublesome parts of the produc- 
tion process leading to premature fail- 
ure of the device. Many opto 
companies have been trying to over- 
come this problem but only H-P has 
cracked the problem with devices in 
mass production. 
Devices 
The first products to feature the new 
‘wireless’ process were introduced to- 
wards the end of 1996. These are the 
HSMX-H670 and HSMX-H690 series. 
These incorporate LED die no more 
than a millimetre high and are particu- 
larly well suited for hand held product 
applications, says H-P. 
These devices conform to current 
standard industry formats so that they 
are fully designer friendly. Basically 
they are available on the usual tape 
and reel formats used in mass produc- 
tion assembly processes. Unlike some 
other types of LED component, they 
are heat-resistant, being fully compati- 
ble with high temperature (300°C) sol- 
dering processes such as IR and 
convective reflow. 
Construction 
As shown in Figure 2 the key aspect of 
the ‘wireless’ process is the elimination 
of the need for a wire bond, because 
the LED chip is flipped and the wire 
bond is replaced with solder. H-P says 
that this technique reduces the cost of 
manufacturing the LEDs because wire 
bonding is one of the most demand- 
ing, and therefore expensive, steps in 
traditional manufacturing. It also im- 
proves reliability by eliminating wire 
breakage, and confers a slimmer pro- 
file, down to 0.6 mm in some models. 
The industry knows well that bro- 
ken bond wires are a major sources of 
failure of LEDs, especially where the 
device is subjected to temperature cy- 
cling. Reflecting its confidence in the 
new device technology, H-P’s new flip- 
chip LEDs are qualified to 1000 tem- 
perature cycles at full operating 
power, as opposed to 100 temperature 
cycles for conventional wire bonded 
units. 
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Four new processing developments 
were required to implement the ‘wire- 
less’ LED: 
metallizatjon of both sides of the 
epiwafer; 
high temperature soldering pro- 
cess to work with the metallized 
layers; 
‘pick-and-place’ die handling sys- 
tem - standard equipment could 
not handle the ultra-small LED 
die and then flip them; 
a batch encapsulation process cap- 
able of whole board encapsulation. 
This has cost advantages compared 
to conventional techniques which 
encapsulate devices separately. 
Materials 
The flip-chip process is currently 
being applied to H-P’s GaAsP/GaP 
Ftgure 2. Schematic v/ews of the convent!onal wire-bonded LED construction (left) and the new LEDs in the red, orange, yellow and 
flrp chipped LED die (rfght). yellowish-green (what H-P calls “Gap 
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Chip LEDs in biue and green from Nichia 
Perfectly illustrating how NSCB100, blue (470 nm); mass production methods 
the LED optoelectronic and are su&ied in tape/ 
power at 2.0, mW vs 1.2 
and NSCGlOO greert (525 
pace is hotting up is this 
mW for the green. The 
nm). Both are fabriea+zd red f&mat $x automatic 
impressive photo of new 
chip-style short wave- 
from GafnN MUVP33 ep& ~~a~~~~~~ &ctro-optical 
green, however, has a high- 
er luminous intensity of 150 
wafers, The surface mood. charact&~tics are as fol- mcd vs 45 mcd for the blue. 
length emitting LEDs packaged LEDs meas& lows: tile%, DC forward A datasheet is available 
from Nichia Chemical In- 3.U x 2.0 mm (front f&&j’ ’ voltagie h % Vand DC re- from Nichia - contact 
dustries. The SQW high by 1.5 mm (Max,) in h&&t. verse current. is 50 &A for tellfax: +81 884 22-2311/ 
power chip-type LEDs Nichia’s components are both types- The blue LED 23-1802; URL: http:// 
come in two basic types: designed for soIdex reflow has the higher output www.meshnet.or.jp/nichia 
green”) colours. This technology pro- 
vides luminous intensities ranging 
from 9 mcd for red to 5 mcd for orange 
and GaP green to 4 mcd for yellow (all 
at 20 mA). H-P is beginning to intro- 
duce higher brightness, quaternary- 
based LEDs in the wireless package. 
The ‘wireless’ LED materials and 
device technology was all developed 
in the USA originally at the H-P 
R&D laboratories and then trans- 
ferred to the production facilities in 
Palo Alto. Although the epitaxial 
growth processes used by H-P will be 
of particular interest to the readership 
of this magazine much of this work is 
proprietary. We previously covered H- 
P’s MOVPE work some years ago 
courtesy of an excellent comparative 
paper from Jeff Miller (11. 
Earlier this year we referred to 
some of H-P’s current LED activities 
[2]. In particular, the range of H-P 
SunPowerTM chips uses a very efficient 
low absorbing LPMOVPE AlInGaP 
grown on GaP substrates [3]. Review 10(l) (1997) 18. 
[3] J. McDonald, Bright lights & fast 
times for optoelectronics in the USA, 
Compound Semiconductor Industry Directory 
(1996) p. 40. 
As a result of the absorption char- 
acteristics of the GaAs substrate a frac- 
tion of the emitted light is lost so H-P 
developed the so-called Transparent 
Substrate (TS) technology. H-P 
switched from a GaAs substrate to 
the wider bandgap Gap-based materi- 
al system. This makes the LED more 
efficient and even brighter, e.g. the 
amber (592 nm peak) emitting 
HSMA-TX25 has an output of 25 
mcd at 10 mA with a luminous effi- 
ciency of 48 lm/W and is suitable for 
backlighting and coupling to light 
pipes. 
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